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CHAPTER 1

Introduction
The aim of this project is to develop a collision avoidance system, analyzing
the technical safety concepts according to the ISO26262 standard, designing
the software architecture according to the AUTOSAR concept and developing the Simulink model of the application which will be synthesized into C
code to be integrated.

Collision avoidance The purpose of a collision avoidance system is to
compute the optimal vehicle speed to keep the safety distance. The safety
distance is defined as the distance a vehicle must keep in order to be able
to stop without crushing the rear-end of the preceding vehicle. An empirical
method to compute the safety distance SD (expressed in meters) starting
from the vehicle speed VS (expressed in Km/h) is the following:
VS
SD ∼
=
10
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Using a front-end radar, the collision avoidance system measures the distance D from the preceding vehicle, it computes the safety distance SD given
the vehicle speed VS, and it asks the braking system to reduce the speed
according to the following rules:
• If D ≥ SD, no reduction of the speed is applied.
• If D < SD, the braking system
√ is asked to reduce the vehicle speed by
the quantity Q = V S − 10 D.
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The system The item to be designed is composed of a front-end radar
which, every 25 msec, sends the distance from the preceding vehicle (D [8 bit
int]) to the CPU that, based on the vehicle speed (VS [8 bit int]) retrieved
from the CAN network, computes the desired correction (Q [32 bit float])
and send the value to the braking system through the CAN network.

Figure 1.1: System
The demonstrator The prototype will be developed on the Freescale
FRDM-KL25Z board, the distance and vehicle speed values will be acquired
from the embedded ADC. When a push button connected to one of the GPIO
pins is pressed the value read from the ADC will be stored in the distance
variable, when the button is not pressed, the value will be stored in the speed
variable.
Given the lack of a LCD display of the FRDM board, the values of vehicle
speed, distance and computed correction will be printed out on the serial bus
of the microcontroller.

CHAPTER 2

ISO26262
Item: Collision Avoidance System
• Elements of the item: microcontroller, memory, front-end radar,
CAN network interface.
• Interactions with other items: CAN network for reading the vehicle
speed and sending the computed speed correction.
• Functionality provided to other items: Compute the speed correction for the braking system.
• Functionality required from other items: vehicle speed from the
CAN network.

2.1

Hazard Analysis

Situational analysis:
• OS1: driving without traffic
• OS2: driving with traffic at low speed
• OS3: driving with traffic at high speed

Hazard identification:
• H1: distance misdetection, very near (sudden strong speed reduction)
• H2: distance misdetection, very far (no expected speed reduction)
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Risk Assessment

Hazard classification:
• OS1/H1: Severity=S1, Exposure=E3, Controllability=C2→ASIL QM
• OS2/H1: Severity=S2, Exposure=E4, Controllability=C2→ASIL B
• OS3/H1: Severity=S3, Exposure=E4, Controllability=C3→ASIL D

• OS1/H2: Severity=S0, Exposure=E3, Controllability=C1→ASIL QM
• OS2/H2: Severity=S1, Exposure=E4, Controllability=C1→ASIL QM
(the system is not intended to replace the driver and allow him/her to
be distracted)
• OS3/H2: Severity=S2, Exposure=E4, Controllability=C1→ASIL A
(the system is not intended to replace the driver and allow him/her to
be distracted)

2.3

Safety Goals

• SG1→OS2/H1: Assure that the front-end radar correctly detect the
distance from the preceding vehicle.
• SG1→OS3/H1: Assure that the front-end radar correctly detect the
distance from the preceding vehicle.
• SG1→OS3/H2: Assure that the front-end radar correctly detect the
distance from the preceding vehicle.

2.4

Functional Safety Concept

• [SG1]: At least two independent front-end radar (three is better) to
be placed in different positions on the car’s front with redundant connections to the microcontroller.

CHAPTER 3

AUTOSAR Architecture

Figure 3.1: AUTOSAR Architecture
• D: 8-bit integer
• VS: 8-bit integer
• Q: 32-bit float
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Simulink Model
The Simulink model is composed of a StateChart diagram where is modeled
the behavior of the demonstrator’s push button and a StateFlow diagram
where is modeled the collision avoidance behavior. The overall testbench
include also the sources for the potentiometer value, the SW2 value and a
Scope to view the computed correction.

Figure 4.1: Testbench

Figure 4.2: StateChart
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Figure 4.3: StateFlow
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CHAPTER 5

Demonstrator

Figure 5.1: Demonstrator
The demonstrator was build using a Freescale FRDM-KL25Z board, the push
button (pulled-up) mounted on the breadboard and connected to a GPIO
pin. Since the potentiometer I had didn’t fit into the breadboard’s holes, I
bypassed the problem emulating it with the DAC of another FRDM board
controlled by the embedded touch slider. The lack of a LCD display was
overcome printing the messages to the usb serial port.

5.1

The code

The code is composed of several functions, there are few initialization functions to setup the system peripherals like the GPIO, the ADC, the serial
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port and the SysTick according to the needs of the project (the details can
be viewed directly in the code). Then every peripheral have its abstraction
functions in order to be compliant with the AUTOSAR concept.
The model code was generated by simulink and integrated into the project,
the important things of this code are the variables, the model initialization
function and the step function which has to be called every Step Integration
Time.
The Step Integration Time is given by the SysTick feature of the ARM Cortex M0+ architecture that generate interrupts at a given frequency, but I
didn’t used it directly to trigger the step function. I choose to implement a
pool of tickers, in order to not be limited in case other timings were needed.
The main is composed essentially of the initialization functions and the main
loop in which, every 25msec, the variables (from the simulink-generated code)
are updated according to the previously explained logic and the model step
function is called to compute the desired collection.
The values are actually printed to the serial port every 100msec in order to
avoid an annoying flickering of the terminal caused by the excessive write
rate.
Hardware in the loop I even tried to develop a hardware-in-the-loop
testing suite reading the values from the serial port and comparing them in
real-time with the simulation’s ones but unfortunately the serial port module
of simulink failed to open the serial port, no matter what I tried to do to fix
it, so I had to give up.

